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Abstract-classical unification is strict in the sense that it requires a perfect agreement between 
the terms being unified. In practice, data is seldom error-free and can contain incorrect information. 
Classical unification fails when the data is imperfect. Fuzzy unification partially addresses uncertainty 
but requires the creation of fuzzy databases. We propose relaxed unQication as a new theory that 
relaxes the constraints of classical unification without requiring special preprocessing of data. The 
goal of relaxed unification is to tolerate possible errors and inconsistencies in the data and facilitate 
reasoning under uncertainty. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical unification function takes two terms as input and produces a Boolean value indicat- 
ing whether the unification can be performed successfully. In case of a result of true, the function 
also returns a substitution that unifies these two terms. The unification fails if the same feature 
is assigned different values in the objects being unified. This process places rigid constrains on 
the data requiring it to be correct and consistent. Since real-world data is seldom perfect, the 
classical unification fails at the encounter of the slightest error. Erroneous data often contains 
enough information that one can exploit to overcome the errors. In other cases, it is possible to 
draw approximate or uncertain conclusions. 
Fuzzy unification is useful in situations when the exact values of some attributes is not known. 
To benefit from fuzzy unification, the uncertain values in the data must be described using ap- 
proximate qualitative attribute values. Such data is normally stored in fuzzy databases. However, 
fuzzy unification still requires consistency between the approximate values. A single erroneous 
instance in the data set causes the whole unification process to fail. 
Relaxed unification provides a method for extracting information from imperfect data. To 
achieve this functionality, we relax the strict true/false result of classical unification and replace 
it by a real number in the range [0, l] that indicates the correctness of the unification. A correct- 
ness value of 1 would represent a success under the classical unification; any other value would 
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represent a failure. Relaxed unification does not includes a notion of failure; the unification 
always succeeds and returns a substitution. 
2. RELATED WORK 
Unification was first introduced by Robinson in 1965 [ 11. He presented a straightforward recur- 
sive unification algorithm that was refined by Martelli and Montanari (21. Knight [3] provided an 
extensive survey of representations, algorithms, and applications of unification. More recently, 
Keselj [4] introduced an efficient graph unification algorithm along with its implementation. 
Classical unification forms the basis of logic programming. Its applications range from theorem 
proving, to expert systems, to natural language processing. Although classical unification has 
witnessed a great success, its assumption that the data is absolutely true isolated it from any 
real-world problems that involve uncertainty. 
Lee was one of the leading figures who introduced uncertainty into the realm of logic program- 
ming [5]. His notion of fuzzy resolution, which was based on the fuzzy set theory [6], has opened 
the door for fuzzy logic and fuzzy unification theory. Significant work in advancing fuzzy logic 
was done by Mukaidono [7] and Baldwin [8]. 
3. THEORY 
We first give a concise definition of classical unification and then extend the definition into 
relaxed unification. The qualifiers classical and relaxed are omitted when the context clearly 
dictates the intended meaning. 
3.1. Classical Unification 
DEFINITION 1. CLASSICAL TERM. Let F be a countably infinite set of functions f, where f 
could be nullaxy. Let V be an infinite set of variables x. We construct a term algebra T(F, V) of 
terms t. Each term is either a variable or a function of terms. 
Graph representation is often used when manipulating terms. In many cases, a simple tree 
representation is sufficient and provides a one-to-one mapping between the symbolic expression 
and the graph. Figure 1 illustrates the tree representation of the term t = f(a, x, h(b)). 
a x h 
b 
Figure 1. Example of a tree representation of a classical term 
DEFINITION 2. CLASSICAL SUBSTITUTION. A substitution u is a mapping from variables to 
terms, e.g., 0 = {z ++ h(u)}. The application of a substitution u to a term t, denoted as tcr, is 
defined as 
U, ifx=tandxHuEo, 
tu= f(tla ,..., trio), ift=f(tl,..., t,), 
t, otherwise 
DEFINITION 3. CLASSICAL UNIFICATION. Two terms, t and u, are unifiable if and only if there 
exists a uriifying substitution u such that to = ucr. The term resulting from the unification is 
denoted t u u. 
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3.2. Relaxed Unification 
DEFINITION 4. RELAXED TERM. Let F be a countably infinite set of functions f, where f could 
be nullary. Let V be an infinite set of variables x. We construct a term algebra T(Sp, V) of 
terms t, where SF is a set of all subsets of F. Each term is either a variable or a set of functions 
of terms. 
A relaxed term is represented as a directed rooted graph. A relaxed term can contain shared 
nodes, which are represented symbolically by suffixing a boxed index to the shared terms. For 
instance, the term 
t = {~ji-J,f({+J},{b~~) ,h(W~~b~)~ 
corresponds to the graph in Figure 2. Edges from sets to functions are labeled with the function 
name and edges from functions to sets are labeled with the parameter index (not shown in the 
figure). Variables are represented in the graph as empty sets. For each variable x, a mapping 
from x to the corresponding node, u = {}, is added to the substitution. 
a b a 
Figure 2. Example of a graph representation of a relaxed term. 
DEFINITION 5. PATH. A path to a node u, denoted as r(u), is a sequence of edges that connects 
the root of the graph to u. The set of all paths from the root to u is denoted as II(u). 
DEFINITION 6. RELAXED SUBSTITUTION. A substitution 0 is a mapping from variables to nodes 
and from nodes to graphs representing terms. The application of a substitution u to a term t, 
denoted as ta, is defined as 
u, ifx=tandxHuEu, 
U, if II(v) II II(t) # q5 and v H u E u, 
tu = f@lU, . . . , &p), ift=f(tl,...,t,), 
(hf-7 , . . .7 Lu}, if t = {tl, . . , tn}, 
4 otherwise. 
DEFINITION 7. RELAXED UNIFICATION. Two terms, t and u, are always unifiable with a unifying 
substitution u such that tu = uu. 
A high-level algorithm for the function RelaxUnify is provided below. It takes the roots of 
the terms to be unified as arguments u and v and returns the root of the unified graph t and a 
substitution u. 
global u : Substitution := q5 
function Unify(u : Node, v : Node) + (t : Node, u : Substitution) 
begin 
ifu={ul,u2,... ,un}andv={vl,vg ,..., v,}forn,m>Othen 
t := merge u and v unifying edges with identical labels 
ift#uthenu:=oU{uHt} 
ift#vthenu:=uU{v++t} 
else 
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21 = f(Ur,Us,. ,un), 2, = f(wi, 212,. , w,) for 72 > 0 
t := f(ti,ts, ,I&) where t, := Unify(ui, v,) 
end if 
return (t, CT) 
end 
An external user-defined evaluation function is used to determine the correctness value of the 
resulting term. This function can be as simple as the number of elementary sets divided by the 
number of none-empty sets in the term. A smoother and slightly more sophisticated function is 
to compute the average of the inverse of the size of none-empty sets. 
4. APPLICATION 
A detective is investigating a crime. He has a list of suspects stored in a knowledgebase using 
the format of 
suspect(Name, Sex, Age, Eye_Colour, Hair-Colour, Height). 
Let the knowledgebase contain the information below. 
suspect({ “John”}, {male}, {old}, {black}, {dark}, {tall}) 
suspect({L‘Alice”}, {female}, {young}, {green}, {dark}, {short}) 
suspect({ “Mile’“}, {male}, {young}, {brown}, {light}, {short}). 
An eyewitness describes the person who committed the crime as being a tall young man with 
brown eyes and light hair. The query that incorporates this information can be expressed as 
? suspect(X, {male}, {young}, {brown}, {dark}, {short}), 
where X is a variable that we would like to instantiate. Querying the knowledgebase using clas- 
sical unification returns a failure. None of the stored suspects matches the witness’ description. 
However, the detective knows that eyewitnesses can make mistakes and their data is not reliable. 
He wishes to determine which suspect best fits the description. The answer is easily found us- 
ing relaxed unification. We relax unify the query with each item in the knowledgebase, which 
produces the following terms. 
suspect({ “John”}, {male}, {young, old}, {black, brown}, {dark}, {tall, short}) 
suspect ({ “Alice”}, {f emale, male}, {young}, {green, brown}, {dark}, {short}) 
suspect({“Mike”}, {male}, {young}, {brown}, {light, dark}, {short}). 
Let the correctness function be the number of elementary sets in the term divided by the number 
of none-empty sets. John receives a score of 316; Alice receives 416; and Mike receives 516. Since 
Mike is the closest match, the detective concludes that Mike is the prime suspect. 
In the example, we treated mismatches in different attributes as being equally important. In 
practice, it is often desirable to assign different weights to attributes. We intend to investigate 
weighted and probabilistic relaxed unification in our future work. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We present a novel unification method that we call relaxed unification. This method targets 
problems where the data can be inaccurate or uncertain and attempts to find the best matching 
term as opposed to a perfect fit. Any system that uses unification on imperfect domains can 
benefit from this approach. In particular, this theory was designed to overcome limitations in 
unification grammars that are used for natural language processing. 
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6. FUTURE WORK 
We are currently working on the representation, algorithm, and correctness function. These 
three elements are crucial to the development of a fully functional system that uses relaxed 
unification. 
Our next step in developing the theory is assigning weights to features and probabilities to 
values, which would allow for a more accurate data representation and manipulation. 
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